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Visionaries set the course, realize opportunities, and remain focused on goals. That is the basis of the Lobbe operational philosophy.

With the sights constantly set on the requirements of its industrial, commercial, and municipal customers, Lobbe serves their needs in an environmentally sound and economically responsible manner. With innovative technology, modern equipment, and dedicated professionalism, Lobbe has acquired the problem solving experience that has earned its position of leadership in the industry.

Single source and process engineered, Lobbe’s offers include a full range of waste management, industrial services, and surface remediation technology. Customers, businesses and communities of any size, small as well as large rely on Lobbe because their service network offers proximity and efficiency.

Transparency and openness – is an ecological responsibility focused on customer needs.
worth noting
Experience and personal commitment – the Edelhoff family has been the driving force for the success of Lobbe for years now.

The middle-sized, company-owned firm was founded in the late 1960’s and has been in the experienced hands of the Edelhoff family and its management team since the early 90’s. The dedication and keen interest of the owners has been the keys to its success and the leading position Lobbe holds in the market today.

Entrepreneurial vision and a willingness to invest have resulted in the continuous growth and development of the enterprise. Future-oriented thinking and leadership based on responsible decision-making have driven Lobbe to the forefront of the industry. Openness and trust have been key elements of Lobbe’s communications with customers as well as employees.

Clearly focused goals and the ability to perform – traditions with a future.
worthwhile learning
Asking questions and willing to learn – that is the way development proceeds at Lobbe.

Thousands of routine daily practices provides Lobbe with valuable experience. Continuous evaluation, devising and implementing new ideas into state-of-the-art technology and strategies. This is the process that keeps Lobbe at the forefront of the industry.

Knowledge, experience, and an on-going readiness and commitment to learn provide Lobbe with the practical means to accept and pragmatically solve every challenge Lobbe encounters.

Learning, detecting and experiencing – being open to new thoughts and innovative actions.
noteworthy
Whether customer or employee the person remains the centre of attention.

People-oriented activities can produce convincing performances. This is why Lobbe focuses on people. Training initial, as well as on-going, teamspirit coupled with open communicative channels motivate to the highest levels of performance.

Lobbe employees recognize the importance of their contacts with customers: from advice given over the phone to the performance of a task on site at a customer’s. Technical know-how, innovative solutions and services down to the smallest details are what build customer confidence.

Identification with the company – a passion to perform.
worthy of attainment
Maintaining and creating living space are responsibilities readily accepted by Lobbe.

Transparency in project and business procedures are the hallmark of Lobbe practices. At a time when ethics in business practices appear to be on the decline, straightforwardness and trustworthiness remain high priorities at Lobbe.

This is why motivated Lobbe professionals accomplish every task using openly transparent, environmentally sound and economically responsible practices. Long-term experience proves that everyone benefits from openness and clarity.

Lobbe employees understand the significance and consequences of what they do. Everyone knows how each job relates to the overall value of the company towards its customers. That kind of understanding is the basis of the pride in what the Lobbe people accomplish.

Maintaining and renewing values – living up to their own expectations and turning it to reality for customers.
worth doing

Lobbe’s innovative environmental services open new perspectives for customers. Today’s offers cover a vast and expanding spectrum: waste management, site clean-up, soil remediation, industrial cleaning, oil and chemical incident spill response, sewer services, tank service, and the development of unique custom-engineered environmental technology. And that is not all.

Each environmental speciality remains the focus of continuous development. Lobbe constantly seeks and meets new challenges to match the escalating, often unique, needs of the customers.

Performance and commitment, innovative, customer oriented, and always state-of-the-art.
Site clean-up
Sonderabfall

Specialists in clean-up methodologies, Lobbe uses technology based on years of successful experience. We manage projects from start to finish. Along with its tried and tested know-how, Lobbe has the necessary technical expertise. This includes everything from Lobbe’s patented mobile vertical milling machine to approved facilities for interim storage and final deposition of excavated materials.

Tar, soil, and water-clean-up, sludge processing, wasteland revitalization, even site demolition and disassembly Lobbe does it all.

Lobbe’s project management encompasses everything from initial planning throughout all related logistics. Total control ensures project safety from start to finish. Years of experience with widely diverse projects allows Lobbe to employ exactly what is needed, when it is needed, in the most cost-effective manner.

The long list of successful projects proves that Lobbe is a trustworthy partner for clean-up projects.
Industrial services
Worksite safety means responsibility for employees, the environment, and facilities. Certified practices, the standard for Lobbe, from initial planning to project execution, ensure the highest possible levels of safety.

The services, based on precisely sequenced practices, usually allow the continuance of manufacturing during servicing. Facility and material protecting practices such as pressure washing, water blasting and chemical flushing remove even the most resistant industrial residues. Residues, contaminants, and flush off are removed using special containers and vehicles built for the disposal task. Air pollution and environmental impact are kept to an absolute minimum.

Lobbe’s impressive list of references in this area encompasses not only industrial cleaning but also facility maintenance, shutdown and shuttering; including the disassembly of major chemical and petrochemical sites and facilities.
Waste disposal
Deeply rooted in waste disposal operations, actually it is where Lobbe operations originated, this sector of services is based on a wide spectrum of practical experience: from the disposal of contaminants from manufacturing, the removal of the commercial waste, to joint ventures with municipalities for the disposal of a community’s household waste. Lobbe is the single-source service provider with advisory competence, an extensive fleet of modern specialized vehicles, diversified handling and storage facilities, and highly competent laboratories.

As a waste disposal specialist, Lobbe does its own chemical/physical processing and has its own interim storage sites. The handling process is efficient from start to finish.

The waste handling practices are safe, efficient, and transparent. Environmentally sound and appropriately documented, Lobbe’s modern logistics and waste handling methodologies ensure cost-effective solutions.
Sewer services
Lobbe offers a wide range of cleaning, inspection and repair services to retain or restore the functional service of sewer lines. The cleaning includes all types of wastewater conduit, drains and pipelines with various cross sections and inside diameters ranging from man entry to small diameter feeder lines. Specialized sewer servicing vehicles are equipped with state-of-the-art inspection technology to facilitate the cost-effective identification of imminent problems.

In addition to inspection and cleaning, Lobbe specializes in the trenchless rehabilitation of sewer lines. Employing slip lining, thermally cured-in-place lining, close-fit pipe lining as well as a host of other rehab technologies. Lobbe keeps sewers and conduits structurally sound, free flowing and environmentally safe.
Spill management and related technology
Accidents happen. On roads, on water, on rails, in communities, in buildings and in nature anything from a minor mishap to a major ecological catastrophe can occur. What follows, starting from the initial response through to the actions taken to control the situation, to the clean up of the results, is ecologically important.

To prevent spill disasters, Lobbe emergency response teams are on duty day and night every day of the year with the appropriate equipment ready to deal with environmentally threatening mishaps on water and land.

Much of the technology is self-developed, based on Lobbe’s years of experience in dealing with environmentally threatening situations. The company’s own OelNolte brand is the symbol of quality for one-off and mass produced oil barriers, separation technologies, lighting units, pumps, tools, skimmers etc. The practicality of the equipment is proven daily in applications involving water and land protection.

For more than three decades now, fire fighters and emergency response units throughout the world have been relying on Lobbe expertise and spill confinement products. There is no substitute for competence and experience.